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Abstract. It is generally considered that Ultra-Dense Network (UDN)
is a promising solution for 5G and the network is going to turn into
user centric. Caching popular contents at the edge of network is an effi-
cient way to reduce the energy consumption and data traffic of backhaul
link. But most of current researches on caching in UDN fail to take into
account of user centric and energy efficiency performance during caching
files delivery process. In this paper, we consider an User-centric Ultra-
Dense Network (UUDN) with cache-enabled Small Base Stations (SBSs)
and investigate the energy efficiency of cooperative caching in UUDN.
In order to achieve energy efficiency during delivery, we design a novel
SBS grouping rule and a cooperative caching scheme based fragmen-
tation with the consideration of user mobility. We formulate an energy
optimization problem on caching and introduce coalition formation game
to simplify and solve our optimization objective. Then we analyze the
impacts of system parameters on the overall performance and compare
our scheme to some other schemes. Numerical results demonstrate our
scheme is energy efficient and outperforms the others.

Keywords: Energy efficiency · Cooperative cache · UUDN · Content
fragmentation · Coalition game

1 Introduction

Cache popular contents at the wireless edge of network is an extensively accepted
technology in 5G [6]. Cache can offload backhaul burden and improve energy
efficient of the network by reducing duplicate downloads effectively [5]. UUDN
aims at making every user feel like a network is always following it via very high
data rate and intelligent service [3]. Thus it is imperative to deploy cache in
UUDN to provide high-quality intelligent service.
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Recently, more and more researches focus on caching at SBSs, e.g. femto-
cell or picocell. Reference [6] demonstrates that energy efficient can benefit from
caching and investigates the key parameters and locations that influence energy
efficiency of caching significantly. However, considering the characters of SBSs,
there are some obstacles on deploying cache in UDN [13]. First, the storage
capacity of a single SBS is too limited to cache enough popular contents espe-
cially the large volume of multimedia contents. And the number of users under
each SBS is too small to reflect the content aggregation effect [12]. Jointing SBSs
to cache cooperatively is an effective solution to these problems and can improve
network performance in multiple aspects in comparison with the non-cooperative
one. In [7], the potential of energy efficiency in cache-enabled cooperative dense
small cell networks is explored based on affinity propagation-based clustering.
Reference [4] designs a combined cooperative caching and transmission policy
in cluster-centric small cell network. Reference [2] investigate the problem of
caching placement on SBS leveraging user mobility, aiming to maximize the cache
hit ratio. In [3], UUDN has been defined and the authors analyze challenges and
requirements of UUDN. Reference [8] investigate the problem of dynamic access
point grouping in UUDN. However, most of the researches on caching fail to
consider the characteristics of UUDN or ignore the delivery energy efficiency of
caching files in UUDN.

In this paper, we investigate the issue of cooperative caching in UUDN in
order to optimize the delivery energy efficient of caching files. We consider SBSs
can form an SBS group (SBSG) to serve an User Equipment (UE) cooperatively
in our UUDN. SBSG cache files according to the UE’s preference. We divide the
files into several fragments to cache in different SBSs. The reason of fragmen-
tation is the burden of SBSs can be decentralized and multiple SBSs share a
transmission task is more stable. In addition, we formulate an energy optimiza-
tion problem on the basis of our caching scheme. Then we introduce coalition
formation game to settle the optimization objective. Coalition games prove to be
a very powerful tool for designing fair, practical and efficient cooperation strate-
gies in communication networks [11]. And in this work, coalition formation game
simplify and solve our problem effectively. Numerical results demonstrate that
our scheme and proposed algorithm can improve the delivery energy efficiency to
a great degree. The major contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

– We study energy efficiency of cooperative caching and UUDN architecture.
Then we formulate an cache-enabled UUDN model basing the previous study.

– We propose a novel SBS grouping rule and a fragmentation caching scheme
with the goal of improving energy efficiency. We formulate an optimization
objective on reducing energy consumption in order to improve energy effi-
ciency.

– We introduce coalition formation game and evolve it to adapt to and solve our
objective problem. Numerical results demonstrate that our work is of vital
benefit and outperforms the others.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the system
model and problem formulation. In Sect. 3, coalition formation game is intro-
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duced and evolve to solve our problem. Numerical results are given in Sect. 4.
Finally, we conclude this paper in Sect. 5.

2 System Model and Problem Formulation

In this section, we introduce the system model and formulate the optimization
problem.

2.1 System Model

(a) Network model: As illustrated in Fig. 1, we consider an user-centric ultra-
dense wireless small cell network consisting of cache-enabled SBSs. When an
UE joins the network, the SBSs around the UE would form an SBSG to serve
it cooperatively. In the SBSG, SBS can communicate with the UE directly or
through multi-hops. For notation ease, we denote M = {1, 2, · · · ,M} as the
SBSG set and m as index for the m-th SBS in a SBSG where m ∈ M. In each
SBSG, an enhanced SBS (ESBS) is selected dynamically to control and manage
the others.

Fig. 1. Network structure

(b) Request model: We consider that all the requested files are ranked into
a requesting library F = {f1, f2, . . . , fNL

} with all the files having same size
q, where fi is the i-th most popular file of the library and NL is the total
number of files in the library. We assume that the request probability distribution
P = {p1, p2, . . . , pNL

} follows Zipf’s distribution [1], thus the request probability
of fi is calculated as:

pi =
i−γ

∑NL

j=1 j−γ
(1)

where γ is the skewness parameter of which typical value is between 0.5 and 1.0
reflecting different levels of skewness of the distribution.
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(c) Caching model: In our UUDN, each SBS is equipped with a cache which
capacity is C. Files are cached according to the order of requesting library and
we regard an SBSG as a cache entirety. For simplification, we assume an SBS
only belong to one single SBSG. Thus the first NC files in the requesting library
are cached in the SBSG. Each caching file is divided into same-sized fragments to
cache in different SBSs respectively. Denote L = {l1, l2, . . . , lNC

} as the fragmen-
tation matrix in which li represents how many fragments fi is divided into.We
denote f

(j)
i as the j-th fragment of file fi, where j ∈ Z

+ is between 1 and li. And
μi,j

m is the cache coefficient denoting whether the m-th SBS in the SBSG caches
f
(j)
i . ESBS has the information of L and each μi,j

m .
(d) Energy model: For wireless links, we adopt Rayleigh fading model. Hence

the achievable data transmission rate among SBSs is formulated as:

rm1,m2 = Wlog2(1 +
pd−α

m1,m2

βpIm2 + σ2
) (2)

where m1,m2 ∈ M and m1 �= m2, W and dm1m2 is the transmission bandwidth
and the distance between m1 and m2 respectively, α is the path-loss exponent of
small-scale Rayleigh fading channel, Im2 is the power of ICI (inter-cell interfer-
ence) at the SBS m2 normalized by the transmit power p, σ2 is the variance of
the white Gaussian noise. Besides, β ∈ [0, 1] reflects the percentage of how much
of ICI can be eliminated by interference management techniques [6], i.e. β = 0
reflects the optimistic condition in which all ICIs are assumed to be removed
and β = 1 represents the pessimistic case.

Similarly, the achievable throughput from SBS m to UE can be calculated
by:

rm = Wlog2(1 +
pd−α

m

βpI + σ2
) (3)

where m ∈ M and dm is the distance between the SBS m and the UE, I is the
power of ICI at the UE normalized by the transmit power p.

We denote wm1,m2 as the energy consumption coefficient between SBS m1

and m2. They can be calculated by:

wm1,m2 =
p

rm1,m2
(4)

Similarly, for the SBS communicating with the UE directly, the energy con-
sumption coefficient is:

wm =
p

rm
(5)

For the SBS communicating with the UE through multi-hops, the transmis-
sion path and energy consumption coefficient with the UE can be calculated by
Dijkstra algorithm and denoted as wm as well. We set w0 as a threshold that all
the SBS with the wm less than w0 can join the SBSG of the UE.
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2.2 Problem Formulation

We formulate the main optimization objective investigated throughout the paper
in this section. In our research, we aim at maximize the average energy efficiency
during the content delivery process. As q is constant, our optimization problem
is to minimize the average content transmission energy consumption as below:

min
li,μ

i,j
m

NC∑

i=1

pi
∑NC

i=1 pi

(
li∑

j=1

M∑

m=1

μi,j
m wm

q

li
)

s.t. C1 : 1 ≤ li ≤ M

C2 : NC ≤ MC

q

C3 : μi,j
m = {0, 1}

C4 :
M∑

m=1

μi,j
m = 1

C5 :
li∑

j=1

M∑

m=1

μi,j
m = li

(6)

Fig. 2. Allocation rule

Here C1 is the fragmentation constraint, C2 is the caching capacity constraint,
C4 means each fragment is only cached at a single SBS and C5 means the SBSG
cache the whole fi.

3 Proposed Solution

From the above description, we can know that several SBSs cache different parts
of a file cooperatively in an SBSG. Thus we use coalition formation game to
divide the SBSG into several small coalitions. SBSs in the same coalition cache
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different fragments of same files cooperatively. Coalition formation game usually
aim to seek cooperative group where network structure and cost for cooperation
play a major role. The following of this section will introduce the algorithm
based coalition formation game in detail.

In order to solve the objective properly, we make some adaptive settings
on the optimal objective. As previously mentioned, several SBSs composing a
coalition cache different part of same files. In the coalition, each SBS is numbered
according to their w∗ in the order of small to large. The number of fragments
the caching files divided into is the same with the size of their caching coalition
and the sequence numbers of the SBSs and fragments are corresponding. As
is described in Fig. 2(a), the blocks in four colors represent the caching space
of the four SBSs and they are signed by the fragments cached inside them. In
addition, the files are cached in the order of coalition. As illustrated in Fig. 2(b),
Coalition 1 caches File 1- File 8, Coalition 2 caches File 9- File 12 and so forth.
The ranking rule of coalitions will be described in the following part.

We denote S = {S1, S2, · · · , SJ} as the coalition set, in which Sj is the j-th
coalition in the SBSG,

⋃j=J
j=1 Sj = M and Si

⋂
Sj = 0 for any i �= j. A coalition

set is usually regarded as a partition. We define the utility function to evaluate
the energy efficiency capacity of coalition S as following:

v(S) =
∑

j

Pjwj (7)

where Pj and wj are the total file request probability and the average of energy
consumption coefficient in the coalition Sj respectively. They can be calculated
by:

Pj =

∑j
i=1 αi∑

∑j−1
i=1 αi+1

Pi (8)

wj =
∑

k wk

αj
(9)

in which SBS k belong to the coalition Sj . αj represents the total cache capacity
of Sj i.e. how many files can be cached in Sj in all calculated by:

αj = � |Sj |C
q

� (10)

where |Sj | is the number of SBSs in coalition Sj .
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Algorithm 1 Coalition formation game based algorithm
1: Initialization:

Set each SBS form a coalition itself in the SBSG and this partition is the initial S.
2: Calculate the initial S according to (8).
3: repeat
4: Arbitrary merging and splitting in S to form a temporary S

′.
5: Calculate the utility value v(S′) according to (8).
6: if v(S′) < v(S) then
7: S = S

′

8: end if
9: until S converge to a Dhp-stable partition

In our coalition formation game based algorithm, there are several key oper-
ations described as follows:

1. Ranking: Calculate all the wjs in S and rerank the coalitions in the order of
small to large.

2. File allocation: Assign files to each coalition. The coalitions with smaller
numbers cache the top files in the requesting library, as described in Fig. 2b.
Thus the files with high requesting probability can be transmitted in a low
energy consumption.

3. Merging: Merge any set of coalitions {S1, · · · , Sk} to form a new coalition Sj

thereby composing a new partition S
′.

4. Splitting: Split any coalition Sj into several coalitions {S1, · · · , Sk} to com-
pose a new partition S

′ where
⋃i=k

i=1 Si = Sj .

The ultimate propose of our algorithm is to converge to a final stable partition
by any arbitrary sequence of merging and splitting. According to [10], every
partition resulting from our proposed merging and splitting way is Dhp-stable. In
a Dhp-stable partition S, no players in S are interested in leaving their coalitions
through merging and splitting to form other partitions. The specific process of
our proposed algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Fig. 3. Impact of SBS density λ
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4 Numerical Results

In this section, simulation results of the proposed coalition formation game based
algorithm are presented to discuss the energy efficiency performance and the
impacts of different parameters in our UUDN. In this work, we consider the SBSs
in the network are uniform distribution and the density of SBSs is λ. But we
must emphasize that our caching scheme and proposed algorithm can be further
generalized to any network topology. The simulation parameters are described
as follows. The transmission power of SBS is 0.1 W. The background noise is
−95 dBm. The path-loss exponent α of small-scale Rayleigh fading channel is
3. The transmission bandwidth of SBSs is 200 kHz. There are 1000 files in the
requesting library and the size q of each file is 50 Mb. The impacts of SBS density
λ, threshold of SBSG w0, SBS’s storage capacity C, interference elimination
coefficient β and skewness parameter of Zipf’s distribution γ are investigated in
the next part of this section.

(a) Impact of SBS density : In Fig. 3, we first investigate the impact of SBS
density λ with C = 500 Mb and w0 = 10−5 Joule/bit. After extensive simulation,
we find that the energy efficiency is related to the UEs’ location with different
SBS density. So we pick two represented UEs to investigate the impact of SBS
density. Figure 3(a) and (b) is about UE1 and Fig. 3(c) and (b) is about UE2. In
order to decentralize the observation point, we set the x axis as −logλ and λ’s
unit is m−2. All of the four figures has similar tendency that is rising a little. As
−logλ is a monotone decreasing function, the λ is smaller, the −logλ is larger.
Thus the curves on the rise mean that the energy efficiency is descending lightly
with the density increasing. And when the distribution of SBSs is relatively
dense, the energy efficiency is fluctuant a little with λ change. The fluctuation
is result from the member of SBSG change frequently when the λ is larger.
In addition, the interference elimination coefficient β and skewness parameter γ
have obvious influence on the energy efficiency. Lower β or higher γ can generate
higher energy efficiency. And β can influence the overall trend to varying degrees
while γ can not. This is because β changes the SINR which influences the
SBSG while γ change the requesting probability distribution which influence
the caching files assignment.
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(a) Energy efficiency versus storage
capacity with different β
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(b) Energy efficiency versus storage
capacity with different γ

Fig. 4. Impact of SBS storage capacity C
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(b) Impact of storage capacity : In Fig. 4, we plot the energy efficiency with
respect to the SBS storage capacity C with λ = 0.04m−2. β and γ are serving as
the other parameters in (a) and (b) respectively as well. In Fig. 4(a), all of the
four tracks are increasing rapidly first and then turn the rapidly increasing into
gently increasing. Smaller β has bigger slope and more increase. However, when
the β is large, there is a slow rising before the rapidly increasing. In Fig. 4(b),
the tracks of γ = 0.5, γ = 0.6, γ = 0.8 and γ = 0.9 have similar tendency
that is the energy efficiency rises gently with the storage capacity getting larger.
However, there is a sharp rise on the track of γ = 0.7 reaping from the low
energy efficiency group to the high energy efficiency group. Thus γ = 0.7 can be
seen as a watershed.
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(a) Energy efficiency versus SBSG’s
threshold with different β
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(b) Energy efficiency versus SBSG’s
threshold with different γ

Fig. 5. Impact of SBSG’s threshold w0

(c) Impact of SBSG’s threshold : Fig. 5 depicts the energy efficiency with
different SBSG’s threshold w0 under different β and γ respectively in (a) and
(b). Their overall trends are similar that are the energy efficiency keeps a stable
status first, then declines dramatically and enters a slight fluctuant status. All the
decline slopes are the same. And the sharp decline result from SBSs with higher
w∗ join in the SBSG then the average of energy costs coefficient is improved.
The interference elimination coefficient β can affect the first status’s value and
length. Smaller β has higher energy efficiency first but declines earlier. However,
when they are all in the slight fluctuant status, the line with smallest β still
exceeds the others. The skewness parameter γ has nothing to do with the first
status’s value and length, but higher γ is still better.

In Fig. 6, we show the energy efficiency generated by different caching
schemes. They are proposed coalition formation game algorithm, sequence
caching scheme and random caching scheme. As there is no work solving our
proposed problem, we only use two simple caching scheme to deploy in our
UUDN to compare with our proposed algorithm. Sequence caching scheme is
sorting the SBSs from small to large in the SBSG. And the sorted SBSs cache
files after the previous one filled up with files. Random caching scheme is the
files in the requesting library are cached in random SBS in order. We notice
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Fig. 6. Energy efficient performance comparison

that the energy efficiency of our proposed algorithm is higher than the other two
schemes obviously. So our fragmentation scheme and coalition formation game
are benefit.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we concentrate on the issue of energy efficient cooperative caching
in UUDN. We define a novel but simple SBS grouping rule basing the energy
consumption coefficient to form SBSG. Considering the situation that multi-
ple SBSs serve one UE cooperatively in UUDN, we divide each file into several
fragments to cache in different SBSs. For solving the optimizing problem effec-
tively, coalition formation game is introduced and promoted. Simulation results
demonstrate that our proposed scheme and algorithm is energy efficient and out-
performs the others. For future work, we could investigate the tradeoff between
service quality and energy costs or deployment costs. Or we could turn our focus
into investigating the dynamic contents by online caching.
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